36th Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology

06-10 MAY 2024, LONG BEACH, CA

Sponsorship Opportunities

ORGANIZED BY AMS COMMITTEE ON TROPICAL METEOROLOGY AND TROPICAL CYCLONES
Partner with AMS as a sponsor of the 36th Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology. AMS has a decades-long commitment to the work of this gathering of leaders and innovators from academia, the public sector, and private sector companies. Help build relationships between these groups by engaging and making an impact with your support!

**NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK FOR STUDENTS, POSTDOCS, EARLY-CAREER ATTENDEES $2000**

- Linked logo on conference AMS web page
- Recognition at one sponsored coffee break
- Included on general sponsor recognition signage at conference
- Recognition on AMS social media channels
- Recognition on pre-roll session slides and printed program

*Afternoon coffee breaks are paired with conference poster sessions.*

Questions? Contact: Adam Kelly, AMS Corporate Relations Manager, akelly@ametsoc.org, 617.226.3904
Top Engagement Sponsorship Opportunities

**PLENARY EVENING TALK & RECEPTION**
*$5000 (MONDAY)*
- Linked logo on conference AMS web page
- Recognition on signage at conference
- Included on general sponsor recognition signage at conference
- Recognition on AMS social media channels
- Recognition on pre-roll session slides and printed program
- One complimentary registration for 36th Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology
- Speaking opportunity to address the crowd at the reception and an area to include informational materials from sponsoring organization

**EVENING PANEL DISCUSSION ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN TROPICAL METEOROLOGY**
*$5000 (TUESDAY)*
- Linked logo on conference AMS web page
- Recognition on signage at panel discussion
- Included on general sponsor recognition signage at conference
- Recognition on AMS social media channels
- Recognition on pre-roll session slides and printed program
- One complimentary registration for 36th Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology
- Speaking opportunity to address the crowd at the reception and an area to include informational materials from sponsoring organization

Questions? Contact: Adam Kelly, AMS Corporate Relations Manager, akelly@ametsoc.org, 617.226.3904

GET THE LATEST UPDATES HERE!